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Captive Review (CR): Why are some firms 

reluctant to embrace new technology?

Paul Ring (PR): There’s often a reluctance 

around the initial investment. If a compa-

ny’s IT processes are generally function-

ing they may not readily see the benefit 

of investing to upgrade them. However, 

companies often forget that the invest-

ment in an improved software system can 

be capitalised with the investment spread 

over time, similar to a Software as a Ser-

vice model – negating the need for a large 

upfront hit to the P&L. 

A further reason for reluctance we see 

in some firms is a lack of appreciation of 

the full risk exposures they face with their 

existing technology set-up. Using increas-

ingly complex spreadsheets (often with 

only one person managing and writing the 

formulas) is a recipe for disaster on pre-

mium calculations. There is no audit trail if 

a formula is found to be wrong and there 

is often no proper spreadsheet documen-

tation so if the author leaves the business 

then there is an even greater risk of error.

Andrew Holman (AH): Cultural change is 

another key area of reluctance. However 

cumbersome and clunky they may be, 

many firms have become comfortable with 

their existing processes and procedures. As 

such, they may view change negatively with 

the impression that whatever they end up 

with will require additional workload as 

practices are changed and new training is 

required. What users often fail to consider, 

though, is the very tangible longer term 

benefits that a system upgrade will provide.

Lastly, we often find there’s little recog-

nition in some companies about internal 

cost. If it takes someone 10 days to do some-

thing, that is seen as an already absorbed 

cost. If a new system takes the same person 

only five days to complete the same task 

then for every period the firm continues 

without an upgrade it incurs an opportu-

nity cost of five man-days. Over time this 

opportunity cost will build up and that is 

what eventually makes a business uncom-

petitive. Firms should really factor in the 

time saving and other internal cost advan-

tages to properly see how an IT upgrade 

would make sense for them.

CR: What demographic is most likely to 

embrace new technology?

AH: Those starting their insurance careers 

are certainly more likely to embrace new 

technology that is responsive and imme-

diate. Among others, there’s often an ‘if it’s 

not broken, why fix it?’ mentality. To this 

group, we would point out that everything 

is moving forward at pace, and that now-

adays standing still is not really an option. 

Technology (particularly with the likes of 

Google and Amazon moving into the mar-

ket space) is evolving so quickly it’s easy to 

get left behind. And when efficiency is the 

only way to increase margin, it’s easy to 

spot who will be the future winners and 

losers. 

PR: It’s often the lower level, operational 

areas that are more resistant to change 

because they’re generally working in a 

stable state – and whatever they’re doing 

achieves what they need (however well or 

badly). With upgrading, there’s a percep-

tion that there will be some turbulence 

during a transition period into a new sys-

tem. And because we always prefer bad 

news, everyone remembers the ‘scare 

stories’ where upgrades went wrong and 

proved traumatic for the business – despite 

the rarity of such occurrences. If you ask 

anyone to actually name a business that 

this has happened to they will generally 

struggle.
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“From a migration 
standpint, it simply 

makes sense to begin 
storing your data 

properly sooner rather 
than later”

CR: Does it pay dividends to embrace tech-

nology early?

AH: In five years’ time, there will be 

another five years of data. From a migra-

tion standpoint, it simply makes sense to 

begin storing your data properly sooner 

rather than later. In terms of technolog-

ical advancements for the industry in 

general, the progression is fairly linear. 

But for individual companies, progres-

sion comes in steps. When a company 

goes through a software upgrade, there’s 

a massive cliff edge where they go verti-

cally up and get onto the latest technol-

ogy.

From there, it levels out for a period 

before their next step change. Few busi-

nesses want to be in a constant state of 

change so these step changes are all about 

timing.

Companies who don’t invest in new 

technology at the right time fall behind 

this upgrade curve, making it harder for 

them to catch up over the longer term. The 

longer they delay keeping up with the lat-

est developments, the scarier it becomes 

because the gap between what they’re 

doing and what everyone else is doing 

widens. This means that to catch up more 

processes will need to change and a greater 

cultural shift will be necessary.

PR: The other issue is that those flagging 

behind don’t know what best practice is 

and don’t appreciate how this may have 

moved ahead of how they are working. This 

can result in a situation where what they 

want is very different from what they need. 

Often firms in this situation can only tell 

us that they want a better version of their 

existing system, so we provide them with 

a consulting service to fully explore what 

they actually need their system to do for 

them before we tailor a specific solution to 

their business. 

Due to our experience in the wider insur-

ance market, we can see the best practices 

being used in the MGA, broker and insurer 

world, and these practices, particularly 

from a compliance and risk management 

perspective, are applicable to captives too.

It’s also worth noting that we live in a 

world of increasingly instant, attainable 

information. Firms’ clients and partners 

will demand this too, and if they aren’t cur-

rently, they will soon. 

In an aggressive market place, competi-

tors may see this as an opportunity to steal 

ground on those who are not providing 

their clients with the same level of service 

and information. 

CR: What needs to happen once new tech 

is in place?

AH: It’s mainly a case of maintenance, 

and a need for firms to ensure their 

technology remains at the cutting edge. 

However, firms should continue to say to 

themselves ‘how can we increase inter-

nal efficiency and grow?’ because effi-

ciency is margin.

PR: Consulting is also a key aspect of 

post-implementation. After clients have 

adopted a new system, they rely on their 

software partner to provide guidance 

and assistance in other possible areas 

for development. This is why it is key when 

choosing a software partner that they have 

a deep understanding of the insurance and 

technology space.

CR: How do you educate your clients to help 

them get the best out of what you can offer?

AH: We encourage our clients to central-

ise their core data to ensure that everyone 

runs with one single ‘version of the truth’. 

We release regular software upgrades 

to keep clients up to date with the most 

current technological advances and have 

regular training sessions with established 

clients where we go in to organisations to 

make sure they are getting the most out of 

the technology – whether that is a ‘lunch 

and learn’ or several full days of formal 

structured training. We also host breakfast 

briefings where we invite groups of clients 

with similar issues and work out a future 

technological solution to a new or emerg-

ing market or regulatory issue. 


